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Ross Perot versus General Motors:  
The Unmaking of the Modern Corporation

“An increasing number of GM  people are asking me  
to tell you something that— 
—they feel you need to know;
—are concerned that you won’t want to hear;
—that they are afraid to tell you.

I will tell you anything that can build and strengthen GM,  
whether you want to hear it or not.”

—  !"# #  $% &"' ,  () *+

N#  $%&''()*(  +&,  -##  great for Ross Perot. When the 
Iranian government imprisoned two of his senior employees 
over a contract dispute in ./0/, Perot boarded a plane to Teh-

ran, entered the country on his own passport, and assembled a team led 
by an ex–Green Beret to break his men out of prison.. Iran was on the 
verge of revolution, and U.S. diplomatic e1orts were stalling, so he took 
matters into his own hands.

Ten years earlier, Perot tried to deliver a Brani1 jet full of gifts and 
food to American POWs in Vietnam without the permission of North 
Vietnamese diplomats.2 In ./34, he led a commission to reform pub-
lic education in Texas that recommended deemphasizing high school 
football. And of course, Ross Perot ran for U.S. president in .//2 on a 
pro- choice, pro- gun, protectionist, antidrug, pro- environment, budget- 
hawk platform that won ./% of the popular vote, the most by a third- 
party candidate since Teddy Roosevelt in ./.2.

Because of his presidential run— and folk- hero exploits including 
his record- breaking ascent to Eagle Scout— some may forget that Ross 
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Perot is also one of America’s greatest businessmen. In the late #!$%s, 
Perot started his career at IBM, where he quickly became the company’s 
best- ever salesman. In #!"&, he reached his annual sales quota on Jan-
uary #!.' Later that year he formed his own company, Electronic Data 
Systems, which became one of the highest- (ying stocks in the go- go 
stock market of the #!"%s.

While Ross Perot was making a name for himself, another American 
icon, General Motors, was faltering. GM was the largest carmaker in the 
world, but it was losing market share to foreign competitors like Toyota 
and Honda. In #!)%, GM lost money for the *rst time since #!&#.+ Even 
Ford and Chrysler, GM’s much smaller domestic competitors, would 
surpass the company in e,ciency.$ Superstar engineer John DeLorean, 
who quit GM in #!-', explained the decline: “What was happening was 
a predictable result ..... when the control of a consumer goods company 
moves into the hands of purely *nancial managers.”" GM’s management 
had been taken over by a succession of accountants who valued short- 
term pro*ts over quality products. One of these bean counters was 
Roger Smith, who summed up his management style: “I look at the bot-
tom line— it tells me what to do.”-

When Roger Smith became chairman and CEO of General Motors 
in #!)#, he embarked on a massive acquisition and investment binge to 
modernize operations. In #!)+ he set his sights on EDS and bought the 
company in a deal that made Ross Perot GM’s largest shareholder and 
added him to the board of directors. GM’s investors were enthusiastic 
about the legendary Ross Perot bringing energy to the boardroom. 
Smith explained, “Perot’s style *ts right in with what we’re trying to do 
at General Motors.”)

Ross Perot did not *t in at GM for very long. The more he learned 
about the car business, the more he thought Smith’s fascination with 
new technology was missing the point. While General Motors spent 
billions of dollars on robotics and automated manufacturing, Japanese 
automakers were winning market share by building better cars on old 
equipment. GM was not tapping the potential of its employees, and the 
company’s huge bureaucracy couldn’t get out of its own way. Perot later 
told Fortune magazine, “I come from an environment where if you see a 
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snake, you kill it. At GM, if you see a snake, the #rst thing you do is go 
hire a consultant on snakes. Then you get a committee on snakes, and 
then you discuss it for a  couple of years. The most likely course of action 
is— nothing. You #gure, the snake hasn’t bitten anybody yet, so you just 
let him crawl around on the factory $oor. We need to build an environ-
ment where the #rst guy who sees the snake kills it.”!

On October %&, '!(), Perot penned a scathing #ve- page letter to Roger 
Smith, challenging his autocratic management style. He wrote:

In the interest of GM, you are going to have to stop treating me as 
a problem and accept me as— 

—A large stockholder
—An active board member
—An experienced businessman

You need to recognize that I am one of the few  people who can 
and will disagree with you.*.*.*.

I do not believe that GM can become world class and cost com-
petitive by throwing technology and money at its problems.

—The Japanese are not beating us with technology or money. 
They use old equipment, and build better, less expensive 
cars by better management, both in Japan and with UAW 
workers in the US.

—We are not closing the quality and price gaps in spite of huge 
expenditures on automating plants. The fact that we have 
not set a date to have competitive prices indicates the preva-
lent attitudes about our will to win.

The foundations for a future relationship are honesty, open-
ness and candor— or simply put, mutual trust and respect. From 
this point forward, actions count— words do not. We must focus 
all our energies on helping GM win.

Ross Perot’s reason for tackling General Motors was simple: “It was 
the opportunity to save millions of American jobs. It was too exciting 
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to pass up.”#$ This is a man who has engaged in many di%cult battles 
over his lifetime and fought to their end. But perhaps none of these was 
harder than making positive changes at a poorly run public corporation. 
Perot’s letter turned out to be the breaking point in his relationship with 
Roger Smith. From that moment forward, Smith focused his energy on 
getting Ross Perot o& the board of directors.

General Motors ended up spending '"$ billion on new plants and 
equipment through the course of Smith’s nine- year tenure as chair-
man, plus another '#$ billion for acquisitions of high- tech companies 
like Hughes Aircraft, whose purchase was approved over Perot’s lone 
dissenting vote. Much of this money was wasted, as was more than '($$ 
million used to buy out Ross Perot in #!") to make him walk away from 
GM. One of the world’s greatest industrial companies— once a model of 
good management and governance— was on a path to insolvency.

When the buyout was made public, Perot, who was as astounded as 
anyone that GM’s board of directors would approve such a large payment 
just to get rid of him, challenged shareholders to do something about it. 
He said, “I’ve alerted the stockholders that if they accept this, then they 
deserve what they get.”## Perot’s battle with General Motors became a 
turning point in shareholder activism and public company governance 
in the United States. Large pension funds that had held GM stock for 
years without making a peep were aghast that a company would spend 
'($$ million to weaken its board of directors. Institutional investors were 
*nally discovering their voice. Ross Perot ultimately left General Mo-
tors without accomplishing any of his lofty goals for the company, but 
on his way out he stoked a *re under the country’s largest institutional 
shareholders that remains burning today.

A+,-./  S+012 ’3  T- 45678

Roger Smith receives a lot of blame for the demise of General Motors, 
but the company’s woes were decades in the making— the legacy of a 
long line of ine&ective CEOs. Before we can properly examine Smith’s 
last- ditch gambit on technology, Ross Perot’s failure to sway a single 
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GM director to his cause, or the sleeping institutional giants that consti-
tuted GM’s shareholder base, we need to understand how General Mo-
tors evolved into such an unwieldy beast. How does one of the world’s 
greatest corporations become one of the worst companies ever to exist?

General Motors was founded by William Durant, a leading carriage 
manufacturer who refused to let technological progress sink his for-
tune. He was dubious of “horseless carriages,” which were loud, un-
reliable, and dangerous in the hands of most drivers. But unlike most 
of his competitors, Durant embraced the future."# He became general 
manager of Buick, and then formed General Motors in "!$% to acquire 
other automakers.

While Henry Ford centralized his operations around the Model T, 
Durant believed in diversi&cation. General Motors owned dozens of 
companies that made cars, car parts, and accessories. Each one was ef-
fectively autonomous, and Durant kept only loose &nancial control over 
the whole operation. Durant believed that automobiles would soon gain 
mass acceptance and sell over a million units a year— an extreme view 
at the time— but he wasn’t sure which approaches to automotive engi-
neering and design would win out. To be safe, Durant had his &ngers in 
a lot of pies.

Durant’s lack of &scal discipline kept General Motors permanently 
on the brink of default. This was a bad place to be in the boom- and- bust 
auto business, and Durant lost control of GM several times in its early 
history. In "!"', he found a &nancial backer in Pierre Du Pont, whose 
DuPont Company made numerous cash infusions into GM. Every time 
Durant needed more capital for an acquisition, or merely to stay a(oat, 
DuPont put in more money. By the end of "!"!, DuPont owned almost 
)$% of General Motors.

When the depression of "!#$–#" struck, Durant lost control of his 
company for good. He racked up more than *)$ million of margin debt 
trying to prop up GM’s stock price as the market fell. DuPont was forced 
to bail out Durant, who resigned as president in November "!#$. The 
Fabulous Billy Durant never again matched the success he achieved at 
General Motors. At the end of his life, he was managing a bowling alley 
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in Flint, Michigan. When Durant died in !#$%, he was reported to have 
lived out his last years in poverty. In fact, he and his wife received a gen-
erous pension arranged by Alfred P. Sloan Jr., the man who would take 
General Motors’ random assortment of car companies and turn them 
into the greatest industrial enterprise on earth.!&

' ()*+  ,-+ ./) ’0  *1 2 )  in !#3", Pierre Du Pont faced the challenge of 
how to manage General Motors and its disparate divisions. Du Pont had 
no operating experience in the industry and knew he could not rely on 
his intuition as Durant did. He decided to restructure General Motors 
based on an organization study drafted by Alfred Sloan. Du Pont pro-
moted Sloan to run GM’s operations, and then made him president in !#3&.

Alfred Sloan started his career at a New Jersey roller bearings com-
pany that ser viced the automotive industry. He rose to general manager 
before selling the business to Durant in !#!4. Durant must have seen 
something special in Sloan, because he immediately put him in charge 
of his entire car parts division. It was there that Sloan developed the 
principles behind his groundbreaking organization study.

The car accessories division looked a lot like the rest of GM. It was 
a diverse collection of companies scattered across the country. Sloan 
wanted to run the division in the decentralized spirit of General Mo-
tors, because he knew he was not 5t to intervene in businesses that made 
ignitions, radiators, or horns. But he saw that the utter lack of 5nancial 
controls wreaked havoc on his performance. This issue plagued the rest 
of General Motors as well. There was no logic to the company’s capital 
spending choices because nobody could evaluate the best uses of capi-
tal. Division heads supported each other’s expenditure plans in order to 
ensure that their own budgets were approved. Sloan wrote, “This was 
decentralization with a vengeance.”!$

While Sloan was not an accountant, he developed a system to track 
the performance of his companies. His primary focus was not the pro5t 
of each business, but its return on investment. By learning where the 
highest returns on invested capital could be obtained, Sloan knew which 
businesses warranted additional funding and which ones needed im-
provement. As he later wrote, “no other 5nancial principle with which 
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I am acquainted serves better than rate of return as an objective aid to 
business judgment.”!#

Alfred Sloan based his vision for GM’s future on the wisdom he ac-
quired improving the performance of his own division. He believed 
foremost in rational $nancial controls based on the return on invested 
capital of each operating division. With these established, he focused on 
preserving the “spirit and substance of decentralization” while main-
taining sensible centralized functions to provide proper oversight and 
cure needless ine%ciencies. Sloan understood the delicate balance be-
tween decentralization and proper controls, and he knew the principles 
were inherently contradictory. As he wrote in his classic book, My Years 
with General Motors, “its very contradiction is the crux of the matter.”!&

Alfred Sloan believed in decentralization as a way to channel the 
independence and competitive spirit in each of the divisions, but he 
could never develop a foolproof system of operational controls. In-
deed, several of his greatest contributions to the company were de-
cidedly centralist. One of his $rst actions after Durant left GM was to 
overhaul the product strategy, focusing each brand on a segment of 
the market delineated by price. He later wrote, “there is no hard and 
fast rule for sorting out the various responsibilities and the best way 
to assign them.”!' Instead Sloan relied on his management and leader-
ship skills. He was fanatical about fostering dissent and having open 
discussions. He built consensus rather than administer top- down or-
ders, and he delegated responsibility as low as it would go in the orga-
nization. Sloan established a large number of committees and policy 
groups to improve the institution’s decision making, and he served on 
all of them himself to make sure they stayed on task.

Under Sloan’s leadership, General Motors came to dominate the 
global automobile business. This was a remarkable feat in an industry 
with few barriers to entry and a formidable competitor in Ford. When 
Sloan $nally retired from GM’s board in !(#&, the company controlled 
half of the domestic auto market. GM’s economies of scale made it the 
low- cost producer, its brands were household names, and its large and 
wealthy dealer network gave it a clear advantage in marketing its cars. 
Alfred Sloan’s triumph seemed complete.
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In !./0, a thirty- three- year- old professor of political science named Peter 
Drucker began an intensive two- year study of General Motors. GM vice 
chairman Donaldson Brown invited him in with hopes he would ana-
lyze GM’s procedures for the bene1t of its future managers. Drucker had 
become fascinated by the rise of large corporations in the United States, 
and he jumped at the opportunity to examine one from the inside.

Drucker’s Concept of the Corporation helped launch the study of busi-
ness management after its !./2 publication. The book is also disturbingly 
prescient about General Motors. Drucker was amazed at the ability of 
one enterprise to successfully produce such a diversity of products. His 
research coincided with GM’s mobilization to support the war e3ort, 
and Drucker credited the company, and Alfred Sloan in particular, with 
playing a large and underrated role in winning World War II.!4 But de-
spite GM’s achievements, Drucker wondered if the company was orga-
nized in a way that could perpetuate its good fortune.

Peter Drucker marveled at GM’s informality, and the responsibil-
ity it delegated to its employees, but he worried about the lack of clear 
divisions of power.!. He wrote, “This raises the question of how Gen-
eral Motors avoids the dangers which according to age- old experience 
threaten5.5.5. every committee form of government: the danger of a dead-
lock between coordinated organs, the danger of a break- up of the or-
ganization into factionalism, intrigues and 1ghts for power.”#" Drucker 
argued that the freedoms enjoyed by GM’s managers would eventually 
be lost without a “clearly de1ned order with a strict division of authority 
and responsibility.” Of course, no “clearly de1ned order” existed. Sloan 
was never able to determine a systematic way to divide responsibilities 
between the divisions and the corporate headquarters.

Alfred Sloan built General Motors so that it harnessed his leadership 
skills in the best possible way. He was an exceptional manager with a gift 
for rational, open- minded thinking, but as hard as he tried, GM could 
not institutionalize his decision- making process or his fanatical hiring 
practices. The system worked incredibly well with Sloan in charge, but 
it did not suit a GM without him. When Drucker addressed whether 
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GM worked solely because of Sloan’s management style, he wrote, “If 
it were true that the General Motors system rested on individual good 
will, it could hardly survive the life span of one man.”$! In fact, by the 
time of Sloan’s death in !%&&, General Motors was already in decline.

' (  )*(+ ,-  .*/01 ’2  My Years with General Motors is the de3nitive inside 
account of GM’s rise, then On a Clear Day You Can See General Motors, by 
John Z. DeLorean (as told to journalist J. Patrick Wright), is the de3n-
itive account of its fall.$$ DeLorean was one of the brightest stars ever 
to shoot through the General Motors system. The son of immigrant 
parents who both worked in Detroit factories, he became the youngest 
man to run a GM division in !%&4, when he was put in charge of Pontiac. 
DeLorean’s book describes his rapid ascent to the executive fourteenth 
5oor, and his decision in !%6# to do something few senior GM executives 
had ever done— quit the company.

DeLorean placed most of the blame for GM’s troubles on Frederic 
Donner, who became chairman in !%47. Donner was a career accoun-
tant who signi3cantly weakened the role of president, a position Sloan 
earmarked for experienced operators. This placed control of GM in the 
hands of its 3nance executives. DeLorean described how Donner care-
fully preserved the form of Sloan’s organization study while eliminating 
its substance— the company’s commitment to decentralization. Under 
Donner, GM’s committees began to dictate day- to- day operations while 
ignoring popular trends sweeping the industry. DeLorean wrote, “I felt 
that the emphasis at General Motors had switched .8.8. to one taking the 
last nickel out of every part to improve pro3ts in the short term.”$#

DeLorean’s biggest success at Pontiac was the GTO, which launched 
the muscle car craze in the mid- !%&"s. The story of its development is 
an example of the factionalism that developed at GM under Donner. To 
create the GTO, DeLorean took a large V- 7 engine and squeezed it into 
a lightweight, compact frame. The result was a fun, powerful car that 
was also a9ordable and stylish. As the project progressed, DeLorean and 
the other executives at Pontiac decided to risk their jobs by not telling 
anyone outside the division about the GTO’s existence.

DeLorean suspected GM’s engineering committee would question 
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the use of such a large engine, and would either veto the GTO alto-
gether or delay its production for years. He wrote, “Practically every 
operational product decision, no matter how small, had to be brought 
before [the committee].”$# This included minutiae like bumper design 
and the tone of the seat belt buzzer. DeLorean remembered how a few 
years earlier, GM headquarters had vetoed his promising new car, the 
Grand Prix. Without funding for the necessary tooling, Pontiac decided 
to produce a simpli%ed version of the car anyway. The Grand Prix sold 
well for almost a decade. This time around, with what felt like a sure 
hit on its hands, Pontiac decided to circumvent headquarters. GM’s ex-
ecutives were furious when the GTO was introduced, but it became a 
sensational hit before they could pull the plug.$&

On a Clear Day You Can See General Motors describes GM’s transforma-
tion into the kind of frozen bureaucracy that Sloan feared and Drucker 
anticipated. DeLorean’s account of his turnaround e'orts at Chevrolet 
and his brief stint as a senior executive highlighted just how far things 
had strayed from Sloan’s ideals. Life on GM’s fourteenth (oor was par-
ticularly grim. Every morning, DeLorean was given a mountain of re-
ports on trivial issues that never should have made it to his desk. Later 
in the day, he was expected to attend meetings to discuss these issues. 
In one episode, he was in a meeting to develop a policy for cost- of- living 
adjustments for relocated workers. DeLorean was shocked that every 
single senior GM executive had to participate in this discussion. At the 
end of the meeting, GM’s chairman said, “We can’t make a decision on 
this now.” He appointed several  people in the room to serve on a task 
force to study the issue. After an uncomfortable silence, one of the exec-
utives pointed out that the chairman had already appointed a task force, 
and that this meeting was the presentation of its %ndings. Afterward, 
DeLorean thought to himself, “What the hell am I doing here? I can’t 
spend the next !) years of my life up here doing these kinds of things.”$*

When John DeLorean quit General Motors in !+),, the company was 
still the world’s largest carmaker and a %nancial powerhouse. But GM’s 
glory was fading fast. It was losing touch with its customers and the 
quality of its products was su'ering. The year DeLorean quit, Honda 
introduced the Civic. The Accord followed three years later. Both cars 
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were industry game changers. They showed how far the Japanese auto-
makers had come from their humble beginnings and established them 
as a legitimate threat to the U.S. auto industry. Instead of planning for 
the future and responding to competitive threats, GM’s senior manage-
ment was holed up on the fourteenth $oor, micromanaging its divisions 
and debating unimportant issues.

M%& '()  %(  E*+,-%(.  D%(/+

In January !01!, Roger Smith became chairman and chief executive of-
2cer of General Motors. Just like the previous four CEOs, Smith was an 
accountant who had been with GM for most of his professional life. He 
took over at a critical moment in the company’s history. The previous 
year, Japanese automakers surpassed Detroit in total car production, 
and GM reported its 2rst loss in almost eighty years. Since DeLorean’s 
departure in !034, the country had su5ered two major oil crises that 
drove up the price of gasoline and pushed consumers to smaller, more 
fuel- e6cient cars. For their part, Japanese carmakers had drastically im-
proved the reliability and styling of their vehicles. Few car buyers re-
turned to an American vehicle after owning a Japanese one.

When Roger Smith got the job, he told the Wall Street Journal, “I’d 
be very surprised if there are any dramatic changes.”73 Behind closed 
doors, however, he was much more aggressive. Shortly after he became 
CEO, Smith delivered a brutal assessment of GM to its top 2ve hundred 
executives. He explained that the company had become too slow and 
ine5ective for the rapidly changing market. He decried the lack of ac-
countability among GM’s managers, and said they spent too much time 
on useless paperwork, rather than pushing decisions lower into the or-
ganization, as Alfred Sloan intended. Whereas many of his predecessors 
ignored foreign competition, Smith said that GM trailed competitors in 
quality, design, and even management.71

Roger Smith was perhaps the 2rst General Motors CEO in the post- 
Donner era who did not hold the company sacred. He was only 2fty- 2ve 
years old when he got the job, so his tenure would be the longest since 
Alfred Sloan’s. It began with some much- needed relief. In !01!, Japan 
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agreed to limit its U.S. car shipments to !.#$ million, !%% below the 
number it shipped in the previous, recession- a&icted year.'( The volun-
tary export quota lasted three years, during which time the U.S. econ-
omy recovered and GM enjoyed record pro)ts. The !($"s were Roger 
Smith’s for the taking. He had billions of dollars of GM’s cash to work 
with, and Japan had mercifully let U.S. automakers pick themselves up 
o* the ground.

+,-./  01 2 34 ’5  53/ 63.-7  for General Motors focused on two things: 
restructuring the organization, and massive investments in moderniz-
ing systems and equipment.8" Smith knew that GM’s previous CEOs had 
done very little long- term planning. He wanted to leapfrog the competi-
tion by transforming GM into a highly automated, twenty- )rst- century 
industrial company. He began looking for ways to acquire state- of- the- 
art technology. GM had not made a major acquisition since the !('"s, 
but Smith told Salomon Brothers’ John Gutfreund to be on the lookout. 
Gutfreund came back with the idea of buying Ross Perot’s EDS.

EDS did not seem like a logical )t for General Motors. The data ser-
vices )rm had no manufacturing customers, and its culture seemed the 
complete opposite of GM’s. Perot paid his young and energetic workers 
low salaries, but showered them in bonus money when they produced. 
GM’s computer workers got generous salaries and job security. At EDS 
you pursued riches; at GM you wanted “thirty and out”— work for thirty 
years and retire with a pension for life. Perot didn’t see how combining 
the two companies could work, but he was interested in the 98 billion 
GM spent per year on data processing. He told Smith, “You don’t have 
to buy a dairy to get milk.”8!

Roger Smith saw more in EDS than a way to improve GM’s comput-
ing operations. He wanted to upend GM’s culture, and Ross Perot was 
the man to help him do it. Smith said, “EDS has the kind of entrepre-
neurial spirit that we need to develop in GM.”8' To win Perot over, GM 
structured a unique deal that would let EDS function as an independent 
unit of General Motors. It would have its own class of GM shares, its own 
management, and its own board of directors. Smith promised Perot that 
GM would not interfere in EDS’s operations, its compensation policies, 
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or its $nances and accounting. Perot would receive %&'" million in cash 
and (.( million shares of GM Class E shares. He would join General Mo-
tors’ board of directors as its largest shareholder. Perot alerted Smith 
that he intended to further increase his ownership of GM and become 
actively involved in areas of the company outside of EDS. Smith wel-
comed him with open arms.

L)*+,  )-  )  R .-+/,0.

Ross Perot got right to work at General Motors. He invited the top two 
hundred executives to dinners at his house, in groups of eight. He met 
with more than a thousand of GM’s computer workers in groups of 
$fty.'' On weekends, he visited GM dealerships in street clothes to test 
their customer ser vice and see the company’s products in the $eld. He 
would even show up unannounced at GM plants to have lunch with 
workers on the factory 1oor. Perot was trying to understand why one of 
the world’s richest industrial companies couldn’t compete against Japa-
nese automakers on shoestring budgets.

When Perot asked a small group of Cadillac dealers how he could 
help them, one of the men responded, “Get me a Honda dealership!” He 
wasn’t joking. Cadillacs were so unreliable that the dealer had to keep a 
hundred ser vice bays running two shifts a day just to keep the cars on 
the road. A Honda dealer could run the same operation with twenty ser-
vice bays working one shift. The man told Perot, “A Honda dealer sells 
a product he can be proud of.”'2

Perot found GM’s adversarial relationship with its dealers madden-
ing. What bugged him most was that GM wasn’t listening to them or 
seeking their input. This became a recurring theme in his meetings 
throughout the company. Everyone could list various problems hurt-
ing the company. They believed the problems were easily $xable, but 
the GM system didn’t give the right  people the authority to $x them. 
As Perot found out, this dynamic proved especially damaging on the 
factory 1oor.

Perot was impressed that Toyota representatives visited each dealer 
once every three months to solicit feedback on how to improve the cars 
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and what customers were looking for. But this kind of teamwork was 
nothing compared to how Japanese companies ran their manufacturing 
operations. Japanese carmakers obsessively leaned on factory workers 
to re$ne and improve every manufacturing process. By !%#&, Toyota 
had received over ten million suggestions from workers to improve ef-
$ciency at its plants. The cumulative impact of all of these tiny process 
improvements was impressive.

Japanese carmakers could build a plant for a fraction of what it cost 
GM. Once built, they could keep the plant running %"% of the time 
versus GM’s '"%. They did this with $ve layers of management versus 
GM’s fourteen, and ended up producing superior vehicles at a signi$-
cantly lower cost, even after factoring in shipping costs from Japan to 
the United States.(& Even the newest American plants with laser scanners 
and robots were less e)cient than Japanese factories using twenty- year- 
old American- made equipment. Comparing speci$c production func-
tions often yielded shocking di*erences. For example, Japanese factory 
paint jobs saw a +% defect rate versus +"% to ("% for American cars.('

Perot complained that GM was harming itself by neglecting its fac-
tory workers. This was eerily similar to one of Peter Drucker’s criti-
cisms forty years earlier. Drucker thought GM should “consider labor 
as a resource and not a cost.”(, He had been greatly impressed by GM 
workers’ ability to take responsibility during World War II, when there 
was a shortage of experienced supervisors. Drucker thought that after 
the war, GM should harness the talents of its workers to develop a “self- 
governing plant community.” It was no coincidence that the Japanese 
car manufacturers embraced this approach— Drucker may have been 
shunned in Detroit, but he was revered in Japan.

Roger Smith had given up on fostering any kind of constructive rela-
tionship with GM’s labor force. GM was as hostile to its own workers as 
it was to its dealers, and part of Smith’s obsession with technology arose 
from his pessimistic view of the company’s labor relations. He said, “We 
have got to have high- tech because we are a high- cost company for la-
bor.”(# Smith envisioned “the lights- out factory of the future” operated 
by robots, with only a handful of human employees.

GM’s lights- on factories of the !%#"s, however, were dismal places 
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populated by embittered workers who often lashed out at their employer. 
Absenteeism was rampant, running as high as $"%. GM autoworkers 
described alcohol and drug use on the job, as well as gambling and pros-
titution.%# Perhaps nobody summed it up better than Deputy Fred, the 
most interesting character in Michael Moore’s !#&# documentary, Roger 
and Me. Fred, who evicted poor families from their homes throughout 
the 'lm, quit his job at a GM plant in Flint after seventeen years. When 
someone asked him why he would leave such a good job, he said, “It 
was like a prison to me. That factory plays tricks on your mind.”(" Was 
it even possible for GM to build competitive vehicles at its corrupted 
manufacturing facilities?

)*+  )+ ,-.  /0102 ,  factory in Fremont, California, is frequently 
touted as one of the most advanced auto plants in the world. But the 
quintessential twenty- 'rst- century car factory owes more to Toyota’s 
lean manufacturing than it does to Roger Smith’s vision of the auto-
mated future. The factory uses versatile, high- tech German robots, but 
it also relies on a large human component— several thousand workers to 
make fewer than 3",""" vehicles. Je4rey Liker, author of The Toyota Way, 
said, “This kind of very 5exible, self- contained approach is exactly what 
Toyota did in the early days of the Toyota Production System.”(! It’s 't-
ting that the Tesla factory now occupies the very site where Toyota 'rst 
revealed the secrets of its manufacturing success to General Motors.

In !#&%, GM established a joint venture with Toyota called New 
United Motor Manufacturing Inc., or NUMMI. The deal made sense 
for both companies. Toyota had watched Honda successfully open its 
'rst U.S. plant the previous year, but it was nervous about manag-
ing famously unruly American autoworkers. NUMMI allowed Toyota 
to test its system on American soil, with American workers, and it 
also brought the company good publicity. GM would get a marketable 
small car out of the deal— NUMMI would produce a new Chevy Nova 
based on the design of the Corolla— as well as an inside look at how 
Toyota ran such e6cient plants. GM contributed its closed Fremont 
plant to the joint venture, allowing the company to create some value 
from its unused capacity.
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NUMMI proved that Toyota’s production system could work not just 
with American talent, but with unionized General Motors workers. In 
fact, GM’s Fremont workers were notorious as the worst autoworkers 
in the entire country when the plant was shuttered in !#$%. An excellent 
This American Life episode about NUMMI described how workers at the 
old Fremont plant would routinely deface cars, or leave loose bolts and 
Coke bottles inside car door panels. Another worker was so mad at be-
ing disciplined for drinking on the job that he intentionally left bolts in 
the front suspension dangerously loose. When NUMMI reopened the 
Fremont plant, Toyota, against GM’s objection, brought in almost all of 
the same workers who had been there before it closed.&%

NUMMI was a remarkable success. Its Chevy Novas rolled out of the 
factory almost defect- free and achieved stellar quality ratings. After just 
two years, NUMMI’s e'ciency metrics were signi(cantly better than 
every other GM plant. They only barely trailed some of the best Toyota 
factories in Japan.&) NUMMI proved what Ross Perot and Toyota sus-
pected all along: Japanese carmakers didn’t bene(t from cultural advan-
tages, secret production techniques, or newer technology; they simply 
got better performance out of their  people by promoting teamwork and 
cooperation.

When Perot saw how NUMMI produced high- quality cars with very 
limited resources, he began to question Roger Smith’s strategy. Here 
was GM, spending tens of billions of dollars to attain a vague long- term 
goal of technological superiority. Yet the company had no near- term 
goals for becoming more cost- e*ective. Why wasn’t GM curing prob-
lems at its existing plants?

After looking at NUMMI, Perot studied the recent turnaround at 
Jaguar, which was e*ectively nationalized by the British government 
in !#+,. In !#$", Jaguar brought in a new chairman who worked with 
unionized workers to make drastic quality improvements with very lit-
tle capital at his disposal. What most frustrated Ross Perot was that the 
chairman had recently worked for General Motors.&& Jaguar showed that 
GM was not only underutilizing its factory workers; it was squandering 
its executive talent as well.

Ross Perot spent over a year learning why the world’s richest 
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automaker sold overpriced, inferior cars. He saw that Toyota was do-
ing a masterful job of using its employees’ talents, while GM’s system 
snu"ed out the potential of its  people. It was also clear that GM’s troubles 
were only getting worse. Honda and Toyota were investing in domestic 
manufacturing bases, they were rapidly growing their dealer networks, 
and they were preparing to move into the luxury segment to compete 
with Cadillac. GM was spending billions of dollars to win the twenty- 
#rst century, but as Perot complained, its competitors were dominating 
the !$%&s “using brains and wits as a substitute for capital.”'(

T)*+,-./  M+.01  23  P*+45067

In June !$%(, GM agreed to purchase Hughes Aircraft for 8( billion, 
pending approval from the board of directors. Roger Smith believed 
Hughes’s advanced aerospace technology could help GM revolutionize 
the auto industry. Perot wasn’t so sure. He saw how GM was struggling 
to integrate EDS, and he thought tossing Hughes into the mix would 
only cause distraction. Besides, GM couldn’t even build a quality auto-
mobile. Perot didn’t understand how acquiring a defense contractor that 
made satellites was going to help matters.

Perot decided to air his grievances privately with Smith. His Octo-
ber 9:, !$%(, letter (page 999) begins by demanding a full brie#ng about 
Hughes and a list of GM’s principal reasons for wanting to acquire it. 
He then addresses his working relationship with Smith. He writes, “I 
will tell you candidly when I think you are wrong. If you continue your 
present autocratic style, I will be your adversary on critical issues. .;.;. I 
do not expect that all of my ideas will be accepted. I do insist that they 
be heard and thoughtfully considered.”

After Perot admonishes Smith for being openly bored in a recent 
meeting, he lists the negative e"ects of Smith’s management style, 
“Your style intimidates  people. .;.;. You need to be aware that  people are 
afraid of you. This sti<es candid, upward communication in GM. You 
need to know that GM’ers at all levels use terms like ruthless and bully 
in describing you.”

Perot concludes by arguing that GM cannot solve its problems by 
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throwing money at them. After stating that Japanese carmakers are 
beating GM because of better management, not technology and capital, 
Perot writes, “This is not a personal issue between us. The issue is the 
success of GM. I am committed to doing my part to see that we win, and 
I know that you are, too.”

When he did not get a satisfactory response from Roger Smith, Perot 
decided to vote against the Hughes purchase. He prepared a long speech 
for the upcoming board meeting, a rallying cry to the other directors to 
create a sense of urgency to #x GM’s problems. EDS’s senior managers 
cringed at the thought of Ross Perot casting the #rst dissenting vote 
in GM’s boardroom in decades. GM and EDS had been at each other’s 
throats over EDS’s billing practices and executive compensation. When 
Perot’s lawyer wondered if opposing Hughes was worth the trouble 
when GM and EDS were close to negotiating a truce, Perot responded, 
“That’s a hell of a note when your own lawyer advises you against act-
ing as an independent director.”$%

Ross Perot’s November $, !&'(, speech to the General Motors board of 
directors went beyond arguing against the Hughes Aircraft acquisition. 
It was a summary of everything Perot learned over the previous year, an 
indictment of Roger Smith’s modernization strategy, and a challenge to 
the board of directors. He said, “We need to become more active in un-
derstanding what is really happening inside General Motors. If GM is to 
change, it must start at the top, and we are the top. .).). We must change 
the format of board meetings from passive sessions with little two- way 
communication to active, participatory sessions that allow us to discuss 
real issues and resolve real problems.”

Perot was addressing one of the most prestigious business institu-
tions in the country. GM’s board of directors included the chairmen 
of P#zer, American Express, and Procter & Gamble, and the retired 
chairmen of Union Paci#c, Eastman Kodak, Merck, and CBS. But even 
with this much #repower, it was a classic ine*ective board. As one of 
GM’s directors said, “Unanimity on this board is assumed.”$+ When 
Ross Perot #nished his long and blistering speech, nobody said a word.$' 
Roger Smith thanked Perot for his comments, and the board of directors 
approved the Hughes purchase. Perot later complained, “There’s very 
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little ownership among outside board members. .#.#. They’ve got noth-
ing at stake in the future success of General Motors.”$%

O&'  D ( ) '*+,)  D ( --'&+ (&.

“You’re kidding,” Ross Perot told his lawyer, Tom Luce. But Luce was 
serious— General Motors’ board of directors had just voted to approve 
a buyout of Ross Perot and three other senior EDS o/cials. As part of 
the deal, the four men would get just under 0123 million, with Perot 
himself taking home 0133 million. Perot would also have to resign from 
the General Motors board of directors. Earlier in the day, he told Luce he 
would sign the deal if the board approved it, but he quali4ed the state-
ment: “Tom, one of those guys has got to stand up and say, ‘Guys this 
is ludicrous.’ ”23 Instead, the moment of truth arrived without objection 
from the board. Perot signed the buyout agreement.

More than a year had passed since Ross Perot’s angry letter to Roger 
Smith. It had been a trying period for everyone. GM’s 523- page proxy state-
ment explaining the Hughes acquisition contained a very brief disclosure 
about the board vote, “with one director dissenting.” The press quickly 
realized that Perot must have voted against the deal, and began to cover 
the rift between him and Roger Smith. GM’s operating results only added 
fuel to the 4re. !%67 was a record year for the automotive industry, but 
General Motors was losing money. Perot’s warning to the board that “GM 
will invest so much in 4xed- cost robotics and factory 8oor automation 
that we will drive costs up— not down” seemed prophetic. Both Chrysler 
and Ford surpassed GM in cost e/ciency in !%67. Despite Smith’s e9orts 
to cut expenses, GM’s labor force had grown from 7%!,333 in !%6" to over 
633,333.2! Perot was all over the newspapers that summer, challenging the 
GM system and its management. When reporters asked about GM’s di-
sastrous performance, Perot was always ready with a cunning repartee. 
“This place cries out for engineers with greasy hands who know how to 
make cars to be making the policy,” he said.25

When Luce began discussing a buyout with his counterpart at Gen-
eral Motors, Perot was dismissive. “They’ll never do it,” Perot told Luce. 
“GM will never admit they had to spend all this money just to get rid of 
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me.”#$ Perot remained detached from the negotiations, but he never scut-
tled them. When it came time to discuss terms, Perot later explained, “I 
just kept making obscene demands, and they kept agreeing to them.”#" 
Perot remained dubious until December !, !%&', when Luce put the ap-
proved deal in front of him to sign. Perot later said in court testimony, 
“My attitude all the way was no one will ever sign this agreement on 
the GM side, it’s not businesslike. I underestimated the desire on the GM 
board to get rid of me.”##

Perot received ('!.%) per share for his GM stock. It was trading at 
only ($$ in the public market, and would tank to under ($) when the buy-
out was announced. The non*nancial terms were also very favorable 
toward EDS and Perot, with a limited noncompete provision and clari*-
cation of EDS’s autonomy and ser vice contracts with GM. Shareholders 
and employees were shocked. In a year when GM’s pro*ts were so weak 
that hourly workers were not going to receive any pro*t- participation 
bonuses, the company was buying out Perot for three- quarters of a bil-
lion dollars. And rather than leave quietly, as Luce told GM he would, 
Perot immediately put out an incendiary press release:

At a time when General Motors is:

— closing !! plants,
— putting over $),)))  people out of work,
— cutting back on capital expenditures,
— losing market share,
— and having problems with pro*tability,

I have just received (+)) million from General Motors in ex-
change for my Class E notes and stock. I cannot accept this money 
without giving the GM directors another chance to consider this 
decision. .,.,. If the GM directors conclude that this transaction of 
December ! isn’t in the best interests of GM and Class E sharehold-
ers, I will work with the GM directors to rescind the transaction.

General Motors was furious with Perot’s response to the buyout. 
The deal was the product of long discussions between both sides; it was 
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generous to Ross Perot and EDS, and yet Perot came out with guns 
a- blazing the moment he signed it. GM’s lawyers felt Perot was going 
public to protect his image and preempt accusations that the buyout 
amounted to “greenmail.” If Perot was so concerned with how GM was 
spending its capital, why did he accept the money in the #rst place?"$

Shareholders were livid and they immediately responded to Perot’s 
encouragement to speak up. The State of Wisconsin Investment Board 
(SWIB) wrote a letter to GM directors saying, “Your action .%.%. severely 
undermines the con#dence we have in the Board and in the o&cials 
of General Motors. Not only is the action grossly unfair to other Class 
E stockholders .%.%. the payment of ‘hush’ mail to H. Ross Perot raises 
serious questions about General Motors’ operations and management. 
His presence on the Board was valuable and perceived as such by the 
market, as evidenced by the impact on stock prices upon notice of the 
buyout.”"'

New York City comptroller Harrison J. Goldin invited both Perot 
and Smith to speak to the Council for Institutional Investors, a group 
he cofounded the previous year with Big Daddy Unruh to promote 
better corporate governance. The council’s forty members were large 
pension funds that accounted for a combined !(% of all stock owner-
ship in the country. Though Smith told Goldin he would attend, he 
ended up sending a delegation of underlings to spar with Perot. Gol-
din, incredulous that Smith had stood up his largest shareholders, said, 
“We have a right as major holders of GM stock to hear an explanation 
from the chairman. If we can’t hear it from this chairman, then maybe 
some other chairman.”

Goldin’s suggestion that shareholders might boot Roger Smith from 
the board indicated just how far the Perot buyout had pushed GM’s in-
stitutional investors. Weary after decades of neglect, they had #nally 
lost their patience. SWIB submitted a shareholder resolution prohibiting 
discriminatory share repurchases. Goldin’s criticisms echoed everyone’s 
dissatisfaction with GM’s performance: “A well- run company doesn’t 
have to show quarterly improvements on a regular basis, but when you 
spend tens of billions of dollars and don’t show any improved results, it’s 
time for an accounting.”")
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#$%&  '$%  ()*+*  over the buyout did not subside, Roger Smith was 
forced to deal with the shareholders. He apologized to Goldin and em-
barked on a twenty- two- meeting road show to explain to investors how 
GM had gotten religion. Smith shared statistics and projections with 
investment analysts, and discussed cost- cutting opportunities in detail. 
After his meetings, GM announced a ,!- billion cost reduction program 
and a stock repurchase plan that Smith called “the largest stock buy-
back ever by a U.S. corporation.”./ He also applied pressure behind the 
scenes to weaken some of GM’s louder critics. Corporate governance 
gurus Robert Monks and Nell Minow write in several of their books 
that Smith got SWIB to withdraw support for its shareholder resolution 
by calling Wisconsin’s governor and threatening to cancel planned GM 
capital spending in the state."-

At GM’s annual meeting, the shareholder motion to rescind the Perot 
transaction received 0-% of the vote. This was considered an embarrass-
ment for GM— Ralph Nader’s Campaign GM was deemed a success in 
!/1- when it won under 2% of the vote for shareholder initiatives pro-
moting corporate responsibility. But Roger Smith had won: Neither the 
shareholders nor the directors were going to bring Ross Perot back to 
General Motors.

With Perot gone and GM’s critics temporarily appeased by buybacks 
and restructuring plans, it seemed like the company was destined to 
slip into its normal state of submissive directors and shareholders. But 
beneath the surface calm there were rumblings. When Roger Smith 
tried to add new directors to GM’s board in early !/33, the board re-
jected the idea. The Wall Street Journal reported that the insurgence had 
shattered a long tradition of passive outside directors at GM. One in-
sider said the board felt it “wasn’t as involved in some past decisions as it 
should have been.”"! An unnamed director added that the board wanted 
“to be less spoken to and more consulted with.”"0 But frustrated direc-
tors were soon to be the least of Smith’s worries. Even with Perot out 
of the picture, GM’s institutional investors continued to apply pressure. 
They were not going to disappear into the background, where they had 
lingered for decades.
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When General Motors was at the height of its powers in the !/01s, 
institutional investors accounted for less than !1% of stock holdings 
in the United States. By the late !/21s, they owned 01% of the largest 
3fty companies.45 Today the broad category of institutional investors, 
which includes pension funds as well as mutual funds, hedge funds, 
endowments, and insurance companies, holds "1% of U.S. public eq-
uities.46 In other words, institutional shareholders as a group, at least 
in theory, control corporate America. But as Ross Perot explained to 
GM’s board of directors, broad institutional ownership had the pecu-
liar e7ect of disempowering shareholders. By the time GM bought 
Ross Perot o7 its board, shareholders had little say in the company’s 
a7airs beyond muted grumbling.

General Motors is a good example of how ownership of America’s 
corporations evolved over time. In !/81, most of GM’s shares were held 
by a handful of “owner- capitalists,” as Peter Drucker called them. This 
group included the DuPont Company and men, like Alfred Sloan, who 
sold their businesses to Billy Durant in exchange for stock. Over the 
next thirty years, most of the large individual owners retired from GM’s 
board of directors and passed away.40 In !/0", the United States govern-
ment forced DuPont to dispose of its large stake in General Motors for 
antitrust reasons.44 By the !/41s, General Motors was a modern public 
company, run by professional managers and governed by a board of di-
rectors with little share ownership. From that point forward, institu-
tions would dominate the company’s shareholder base.

General Motors itself played a major role in this evolution. Employee 
pension funds, which form one of the largest groups of institutional in-
vestors, are essentially a GM creation. While some pension funds existed 
when GM president Charles Wilson launched the GM Pension Fund in 
!/01, they tended to be annuity plans holding 3xed- income securities, or 
trusts invested entirely in the stock of the employer company. Wilson 
believed pension plans should have signi3cant equity exposure, but he 
thought it was senselessly risky to bet workers’ retirement money on 
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the future of their employer. He mandated independent management 
of GM’s pension funds, little or no investment in the employer com-
pany, and a diversi#ed portfolio with no large ownership stakes in other 
companies.$% Wilson’s guidelines immediately caught on with other 
employers— eight thousand new plans were launched within a year of 
GM’s— and were codi#ed in the ERISA Act of !&%'.

Corporate America’s decision to broadly invest its employees’ retire-
ment funds in equities gave American workers a huge ownership stake 
in the country’s economic assets. Peter Drucker argued that this made 
the United States the world’s #rst truly socialist country.$" But it also 
placed control of these investments in the hands of conservative, highly 
regulated #duciaries who limited their exposure to any single invest-
ment. Before Ross Perot pushed them to a breaking point, these kinds of 
investors were highly unlikely to intervene in the oversight of powerful 
companies like General Motors.

()*+  ,--. /  0)12  been written about General Motors’ decline, and 
few parties to the company’s fall have been spared blame. GM’s execu-
tives and directors are obvious targets, but experts have also skewered 
the United Automobile Workers union, GM’s dealers, its white-  and blue- 
collar workers, its corporate culture, OPEC, free trade, and, of course, 
various government regulators. We can have long arguments about 
why GM faltered, but one thing is clear: GM’s decline was long, slow, 
and very visible. By sitting idle while the company endured numerous 
public failures over three decades, the shareholders helped perpetuate 
GM’s struggles. They deserve as much blame for General Motors’ de-
cline as any other party.

GM’s #rst major public failure was the Corvair, “The One Car Ac-
cident” described in Ralph Nader’s Unsafe at Any Speed. The !&3& Chev-
rolet car had serious defects that left it prone to losing control at higher 
speeds.$& Despite objections from many of its engineers, GM pushed 
ahead with the car, which ended up killing drivers in large numbers. 
When the fourteenth 4oor rejected Chevrolet’s request to add a 5!3 sta-
bilizing bar to the vehicle, the division head threatened to resign and 
publicize his dissent.%6 GM’s executives relented, but it was too late. 
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Nader’s book was published several years later and caused a wave of 
negative publicity for GM.#!

Through the !"#$s and early !"%$s, General Motors introduced a se-
ries of new vehicles that spectacularly bombed. The Vega, X- cars, J- cars, 
and GM- !$ were lambasted by car reviewers and fell &at with customers. 
We think of Ford’s Edsel as the worst car launch in history, but Edsel 
was an ambitious project that failed to live up to its pioneering market-
ing blitz. GM’s disasters were missed layups, and they were ultimately 
much more damaging. James Womack, who cowrote The Machine That 
Changed the World, about Toyota’s lean engineering, called GM- !$ “the 
biggest catastrophe in American industrial history.”#'

In Charlie Munger’s Blue Chip Stamps annual letters, he describes 
a troubled investment: “We started coping better with reality when 
it stopped waving the danger &ags at us and started using them to 
poke us in the head and stomach.” This is a perfect depiction of what 
happened to GM’s institutional shareholders. The company’s missteps 
received an enormous amount of public attention and scrutiny. Both 
Ralph Nader’s and John DeLorean’s books were massive bestsellers. 
Ross Perot’s complaints about GM in the summer of !"%( were covered 
by all the major business publications. Every bad capital investment 
and every poor decision was discussed ad nauseam by critics, from 
the Hamtramck, Michigan, “plant of the future” to the tremendous 
transfer of wealth to employees through generous long- term bene)ts. 
But by paying *#$$ million to get Ross Perot o+ its board, GM took 
the oft- waved danger &ag and thrust it in the shareholders’ faces. The 
buyout made shareholders appreciate how much had gone wrong at 
GM under their watch.

After the Perot buyout, GM’s shareholders were even more aggres-
sive than the energized outside directors. In !""$, CalPERS, the Califor-
nia Public Employees Retirement System, wrote a letter to the board 
asking that Roger Smith be removed as a director after his retirement as 
CEO. Both CalPERS and the New York State Retirement System pres-
sured the board to be actively involved in choosing the new CEO, rather 
than leave such an important decision up to Smith. GM’s board pro-
moted an engineer to run the company for the )rst time since the !",$s. 
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When he did not generate positive results quickly enough, he was $red 
and replaced by a company outsider.

Just as institutional investors were promoting revolutionary change 
at General Motors, they were %exing their muscles at other large pub-
lic companies. The year after Ross Perot’s buyout, four pension funds 
(including CalPERS and SWIB) submitted forty- seven shareholder res-
olutions on corporate- governance- related issues. These were the $rst 
resolutions on governance matters ever $led by public pension funds.&' 
The following year TIAA- CREF made history by being the $rst insti-
tutional investor to run a dissident slate of directors.&( CalPERS CEO 
Dale Hanson, who battled with GM over its succession plans, stated, 
“as much care and attention goes to the owning of stock as to the se-
lection of stock. .).). as owners for the last '# or (# years, we’ve been 
asleep at the switch.”&*

+,--  ./0,1  23-  reportedly bitter about exiting General Motors with 
no company of his own to fall back on. But when I recently asked him 
whether he regretted leaving his beloved EDS in the clutches of GM, 
he replied abruptly, “I don’t need to say any more about that mess. I 
started a new company. They got rid of me.” Ross Perot is not a man to 
waste his time re%ecting on the past. He still has energy to burn, just as 
he did in late !456. Several weeks after his buyout was $nalized, Perot 
saw Steve Jobs on television and was so captivated by his enthusiasm 
that he decided to fund NeXT Computer. When his noncompete with 
GM expired in !455, he founded Perot Systems, which quickly became a 
billion- dollar enterprise. All of this happened before he got into politics 
and became the most successful third- party presidential candidate in 
the modern era. But in spite of his many triumphs, one of Ross Perot’s 
$nest moments came in defeat when he stood up to Roger Smith and 
General Motors’ board of directors.

Several chapters in this book depict sleepy shareholder bases toler-
ating entrenched boards and domineering CEOs. Benjamin Graham 
needed several years and an impassioned plea to the Rockefeller Foun-
dation to free excess capital from Northern Pipeline. In the next chap-
ter we’ll see R. P. Scherer’s directors try to block Karla Scherer from 
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joining the board, even though she was the largest shareholder and the 
daughter of the founder. At General Motors, Ross Perot was not just the 
largest shareholder and a member of the board of directors— he was also 
Ross Perot! He was a larger- than- life billionaire adored by the masses 
and media alike. When even the mighty Ross Perot couldn’t sway GM’s 
board and management, the company’s shareholders realized they had 
created a monster.

The awakening of institutional investors, prompted by the Ross 
Perot buyout in !#$%, had an immediate impact on public company 
governance. CEOs and directors were targeted in ways that seemed un-
thinkable just a few years earlier, as evidenced by CalPERS’s campaign 
to dump Roger Smith from the GM board. But the biggest e&ect was at 
'rst quite subtle— the sti&ening resolve of institutional holders behind 
the scenes. Shortly after the Perot buyout, the head of SWIB said, “If 
shareholders continue to be passive, they will continue to be shorn like 
sheep.”(% He meant it. After Perot, you could no longer count on large 
institutional shareholders to be pushovers. This helped end the corpo-
rate raider era, while encouraging the kind of shareholder activism that 
dominates markets today.
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